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DECi-hertz Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (DECIGO) is a future mission for
a space-borne laser interferometer. DECIGO has 1,000-km-long arm cavities mainly to detect the
primordial gravitational waves (PGW) at lower frequencies around 0.1 Hz. Observations in the
electromagnetic spectrum have lowered the bounds on the upper limit of PGW energy density
(Ωgw ∼ 10−15 → 10−16). As a result, DECIGO’s target sensitivity, which is mainly limited by
quantum noise, needs further improvement. To maximize the feasibility of detection while con-
strained by DECIGO’s large diffraction loss, a quantum locking technique with an optical spring
was theoretically proposed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the PGW. In this paper, we ex-
perimentally verify one key element of the optical-spring quantum locking: sensitivity optimization
by completing the square of multiple detector outputs. This experiment is operated on a simplified
tabletop optical setup with classical noise simulating quantum noise. We succeed in getting the best
of the sensitivities with two different laser powers by the square completion method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over 90 gravitational-wave (GW) events have been detected [1, 2] by the international network (LIGO [3], Virgo
[4], and KAGRA [5]). The detectors’ designs are being updated to improve these sensitivities for the next observation
run. The ground-based GW detectors have displacement noise such as seismic noise from the earth, gravity gradient
noise, and thermal noise from mirror suspension at lower frequencies below 100 Hz. Some of these new designs aim
to reduce or to cancel the displacement noise at the low frequencies. Einstein Telescope [6] and Cosmic Explorer
[7] are designed as the ground-based detectors for the next generation. A juggled interferometer [8] and a (neutron)
displacement noise-free interferometer [9, 10] have unique ideas to treat some displacement noise, and can be used on
the ground. Plans for future GW detectors include space borne operations such as LISA [11] and BBO [12].

DECi-hertz Interferometer Gravitational Wave Observatory (DECIGO) [13, 14] is one of these space-borne inter-
ferometers. DECIGO will be operated mainly to detect the primordial GWs (PGW) [15], which is thought to have
been produced during the inflation period. DECIGO’s target sensitivity, which is mainly limited by quantum noise
[16, 17], was originally determined to be capable of detecting the PGW [13]. However, observations of the Planck
satellite [18] and other electromagnetic observations [19] have lowered the upper limit of the normalized GW energy
density for the PGW to Ωgw ∼ 10−16. Thus, we are working on further improving the target sensitivity of DECIGO to
maximize the feasibility of detecting the PGW. A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to the PGW is maximized by optimizing
DECIGO’s design parameters while considering practical constraints [20–22]. Other SNR optimization methods aim
at applying optical techniques such as employing auxiliary arm-scale cavities for input filtering [23] and injecting
quantum squeezing into DECIGO’s arm cavities [24–26]. Unfortunately, these ideas are not effective because large
optical diffraction loss from the 1,000-km-long cavities [27] lowers the enhancement from squeezing. Heavy mirrors
cannot be installed in DECIGO’s cavities because of the limited maximum loading weight for a spacecraft. A quantum
locking technique was proposed to overcome the barriers to improving the target sensitivity [28, 29].

Quantum locking is a mirror control technique for the arm cavity using an auxiliary short cavity [30, 31]. Figure 1
shows a simplified layout of an arm cavity in DECIGO with the quantum locking technique; the two mirrors of the
long arm cavity (main cavity) are shared by short low-loss cavities (sub-cavities). The motion of the shared mirrors is
controlled by feedback signals from the sub-cavities. A sensitivity optimization method and a homodyne detection are
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FIG. 1. Schematic geometry of a single arm in DECIGO with quantum locking. Each mirror in the arm cavity (red) is shared
with a sub-cavity (green) located inside a satellite. The output signal from each sub-cavity is individually fed back to the
respective shared mirror.

added to the quantum locking [28]. The former optimizes a target sensitivity by combining signals of the main cavity
and the two sub-cavities. Introducing the homodyne detection to the sub-cavities allows for sensitivity improvement
beyond the standard quantum limit (SQL). An optical spring effect [32, 33] is also added in the sub-cavities to the
quantum locking [29]. The effect widens the dip in the sensitivity curve made by the homodyne detection. It was
theoretically shown that the quantum locking with the optical spring for DECIGO could drastically improve the SNR
[29]. Therefore, demonstrating the optical-spring quantum locking in an experiment is important for DECIGO to
maximize the sensitivity to the PGW.

We do an experiment to individually verify key elements in the optical-spring quantum locking (the sensitivity
optimization method, the homodyne detection, and the optical spring effect). In this paper, we focus on the sensitivity
optimization method, which is valid even without the homodyne detection and the cavity detuning for the optical
spring. This fact enables us to fix the readout quadrature of the laser light to a phase quadrature in the experiment.
Thus, we experimentally verified the method in a simplified, tabletop configuration and with a classical noise that
simulates the quantum noise.

This paper is organized as follows. We review the optimization method in Sec. II. Sec. III details the experimental
setup. We present and discuss results in Sec. IV, and conclude the research in Sec. V.

II. THEORY

The quantum noise consists of two components: shot noise and radiation pressure (RP) noise [34, 35]. The shot
noise, independent of frequency, is due to the photon counting error at a photodetector (PD). The RP noise arises
from fluctuations of the laser power, which when optomechanically coupled to the mirror mass creates a frequency
dependent displacement noise. Figure 2 illustrates quantum-noise-limited sensitivities of a single arm cavity with
two different laser powers PHigh and PLow. The figure shows that we can obtain a better sensitivity at higher/lower
frequencies when the laser power is higher/lower. It would be desirable if we could select better sensitivities depending
on frequencies (cherry picking). However, selection of the sensitivities is impossible because the two sensitivities cannot
be achieved simultaneously in a single cavity with a fixed circulating power.

Fortunately, we can do this “cherry picking” with the help of the quantum locking technique. Let us consider the
sensitivity of the main arm cavity in Fig. 1. We compare the sensitivity in two cases when a servo loop gain is infinitely
large (with the servo) and the gain is zero (without the servo). We assume that the laser power of the main/sub-
cavity (PMain, PSub) is related to PHigh or PLow: PMain = PHigh, PSub = PLow/2. The latter relation adjusts the
magnitude of the quantum noise in the main cavity derived from the sub-cavities to that of the main cavity with
PLow. We also assume that all the cavities are on resonance, all the mirrors in the cavities have no optical loss, and
the cavity pole frequency is much higher than the relevant frequencies.

In the case without the servo, the sensitivity of the main cavity is the same as that without the auxiliary cavities,
except that the RP noise is only slightly larger; due to the smaller RP noise in the sub-cavities being added to the RP
noise of the main cavity via optomechanical coupling to the shared mirrors. In the case with the servo, the sensitivity
is modified by the quantum noise of the sub-cavities. The feedback signals suppress the motion of the shared mirrors
by the larger RP noise from PMain but add the smaller RP noise from PSub. The signals also add the larger shot
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FIG. 2. Quantum noise sensitivities for two different laser powers. The quantum noise contains a trade-off relation between
the shot noise and the RP noise. The tangent line to the two quantum-noise curves shows the SQL.

noise from PSub. This implies that the presence or absence of the feedback signals switches the sensitivity of the main
cavity between the higher-power and the lower-power cases in Fig. 2. Then, the question is how we can obtain the
best of both sensitivities over the entire frequency band.

One of the solutions to obtain the “cherry-picked” sensitivity is to optimize the quantum locking system’s loop gain
for the sensitivity. However, this solution could make stable control of the cavities challenging. Therefore, another
solution is proposed [28]: to optimize a combined signal from output signals of the main cavity and the sub-cavities.

We define the combined signal Ṽ with an arbitrary complex function χ as

Ṽ (f) ≡ ṼMain(f) + χ(f)
(
ṼSub1(f) + ṼSub2(f)

)
. (1)

Here ṼMain is a Fourier transformed output signal of the main cavity, and ṼSubi (i = 1, 2) are those of the sub-cavities.

The total noise of Ṽ is a quadrature sum of all the noise components in Eq. (1). Here, we use a square completion

method for Ṽ , which derives a minimum value of an arbitrary quadratic function at every frequency. The method
can provide an optimized signal Ṽopt by an appropriate function χopt. Figure 3 plots the optimized sensitivity of Ṽ
by completing the square for the three cases: high, low, and typical loop gain. The figure shows that the sensitivity
is optimized by the method to a unique value which does not depend on the applied loop gain. This favorable result
is based on the fact that the proper coefficient χopt is a function of the loop gain.

Figure 3 also shows that, at the cross-over frequency between the two sensitivities of a single cavity, the optimized
sensitivity is enhanced by a factor of 1/

√
2. We intuitively explain the mechanism for a simple case without the servo.

As shown in Fig. 3, the main/sub- cavity is dominated by the RP/shot noise from PMain or PSub at the cross-over

frequency. From the geometry in Fig. 1 and the zero loop gain, the signals ṼMain and ṼSubi are related to the GW
signal s, the RP noise from PMain, Ṽ RP

Main, and the shot noise from PSub, Ṽ Shot
Subi as:

ṼMain = s+ Ṽ RP
Main, ṼSubi = −1

2
Ṽ RP
Main + Ṽ Shot

Subi . (2)

All the noise components are independent. Note that these power spectral densities have a relation, SRP
Main = SShot

Subi/2,

which comes from the relation of the laser power. Equation (2) follows that the combined signal Ṽ is minimized when

χ = 1/2. The optimized signal Ṽopt is calculated by Eqs. (1) and (2):

Ṽopt = s+
1

2

(
Ṽ RP
Main + Ṽ Shot

Sub

)
(3)

where Ṽ Shot
Sub , whose power spectral density is the same as that of Ṽ RP

Main, is a quadrature sum of the shot noise

Ṽ Shot
Subi . Therefore, the optimized sensitivity at the cross-over frequency is improved by a factor of

√
2/2 = 1/

√
2 when

compared to the single cavity case.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 3. Simulated sensitivities for the optimal combined signal Ṽopt in the three cases: high, low, and typical loop gain. (a)
includes the optimized sensitivities and two sensitivities of the single arm cavity with high/low laser power. The applied loop
gain is shown in (b). For better visibility of the optimized sensitivities in the plot (a), we slightly displace the blue trace
upward, and the green trace downward from the yellow curve.

III. EXPERIMENT

A. Breaking down from theory to experiment

As mentioned in Sec. I, we fixed the readout quadrature of the laser light to the phase quadrature in this experiment.
The phase quadrature of the light directly appears as the shot noise at the interferometer output, while the amplitude
quadrature indirectly appears as the RP noise at the output via the mirror motion. Therefore, all we need are two
independent noise components: one at the output for the shot noise and the other at the mirror displacement for the
RP noise. We can add the classical noise from a signal generator, which simulates the quantum noise, directly to the
output signal for the shot noise and to the mirror motion for the RP noise. We call this classical noise a modeled
quantum noise (more specifically, a modeled shot noise and a modeled RP noise).

We specify the essence of the principle to simplify the optical layout in Fig. 4(a) mimicking the optical configuration
in Fig. 1. From the discussion in Sec. II, the combined signal in Eq. (1) is optimized by the square completion method.
The sensitivity of the optimal combined signal follows the sensitivity of the single cavity with the high/low laser power
at the high/low frequency. Thus, we measure three modeled sensitivities: the two sensitivities of the single cavity
with the modeled quantum noise corresponding to the high/low laser power and the optimal sensitivity from the
combined signal in Eq. (1). We then compare the three sensitivities to verify that the latter optimal sensitivity truly
reflects the best of the former two sensitivities. Note that the magnitude of the modeled quantum noise includes
the influence of the laser power to the quantum noise, thereby the actual laser powers for the main/sub- cavity are
arbitrarily assigned.

We consider the following setup in the experiment. We presume that one shared mirror of the main cavity in
Fig. 4(a) is infinitely heavy. This allows us to simplify the setup by omitting the sub-cavity whose shared mirror has
an infinite mass. Modeled quantum noises corresponding to the laser powers PMain and PSub are the same as that
of PHigh and PLow, respectively. This implies that PMain = PHigh and PSub = PLow. Every shot noise component
is directly added to appropriate output signals, while every RP noise component is added by shaking appropriate
mirrors except for the mirrors assumed to have an infinite mass.

With the simplified setup, we digest the operations for the three cases. When we measure the two sensitivities of the
single cavity, we can only operate the main cavity, as shown in Fig. 4(b). While measuring the optimal sensitivity, we
operate both cavities, as shown in Fig. 4(c). Note that the two mirrors of the sub-cavity are shaken in a differential
phase by the modeled RP noise from PSub for consistency with the real quantum RP noise. We call the case of
operating both cavities the dual cavity case. In the next subsection, we introduce a detailed experimental setup to
verify the principle.
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Main cavity Sub cavity2Sub cavity1

Main cavity Main cavity Sub cavity2

(a)

𝑚 → ∞ 𝑚 𝑚 → ∞ 𝑚 𝑚

(b) Single cavity 
with high/low laser power case (c) Dual cavity 

in quantum locking case

Modeled shot noise
with small/large magnitude

Modeled RP noise
with large/small magnitude

Modeled shot noise
with small magnitude

Modeled RP noise
with large magnitude

Modeled RP noise
with small magnitude

Modeled shot noise
with large magnitude

FIG. 4. Simplified layout with the modeled quantum noise for the three cases. The essence of the optical setup (a), the same
as Fig. 1, is broken down into two cases; (b) the single cavity case with the high/low laser power and (c) the dual cavity case.
A mirror, which is assumed to have infinite mass, is colored dark gray. Arrows from the signal generators show the injection
points.

B. Setup and measurement

Figure 5(a) contains an overview of the experimental setup. The main/sub- cavity are designed as two Fabry-Perot
cavities with the same cavity length (L = 33 cm) and the same finesse (F ∼ 3 × 102). Both cavities have the same
plane-concave configuration (g factor: g ∼ 0.3). The input mirrors have a radius of curvature of 5× 102 mm and the
shared end mirror is flat. The end mirror is almost completely reflective (R = 99.9 %). High reflectivity coatings are
on both sides of the end mirror. The high-reflection surfaces are wedged to prevent interference between transmitted
light from the two cavities. All the mirrors of the cavities are fixed on mirror holders via piezoelectric transducers
(efficiency: 8 µm/150 V). We use the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method [36] to sense the cavities’ length. In Fig. 5(a),
the cavity on the left side is the main cavity, and the cavity on the right side is the sub-cavity.

Laser source
(Nd:YAG, 1064 nm)

FI HBS

AOM
(80 MHz) EOM2

RF
(11.9 MHz)

PDSub

Mixer

λ/4PBS

Sub cavityMain cavity

33 cm 33 cm

FA

EOM1

RF (10.64 MHz)

PDMain

λ/2

(a)

PDSub

Mixer

λ/4PBS

Sub cavityMain cavity

33 cm 33 cm

FAPDMain

λ/2

𝑉!"#$ 𝑉%&'

Modeled shot noise
with small magnitude

Modeled RP noise
with large magnitude

Modeled RP noise
with small magnitude

Modeled shot noise
with large magnitude

(b)

FIG. 5. (a) Experimental setup overview, and (b) detailed control signal flow diagram for the two cavities with the classical
noise injections and the measuring points. The two identically designed Fabry-Perot cavities share an end mirror and are
individually controlled by separate feedback signals. The main/sub- cavity are individually operated in the high/low power
single cavity case while both cavities are operated in the dual cavity case. The dashed blue arrow in (b) only exists in the dual
cavity case. AOM: acousto-optic modulator, EOM: electro-optic modulator, FA: filter amplifier, FI: Faraday isolator, HBS: half
beam splitter, PD: photodetector, PBS: polarizing beam splitter, RF: radio frequency; λ/2: half-wave plate, λ/4: quarter-wave
plate.

The 1,064 nm laser generated by a Nd:YAG laser source is divided into two paths by a half beam splitter. The
two laser paths propagate over the same distance to each cavity. Phase modulation signals for the PDH method are
individually applied to each path by electro-optic modulators. An acousto-optic modulator shifts the frequency of
the laser light toward the sub-cavity by 80 MHz to avoid interference between the laser inside the two cavities. After
passing through mode-matching lenses, the two paths enter their respective cavities. The light reflected from each
cavity is detected by their respective PD. The error signal, which is obtained by mixing the PD signal by the phase
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modulation signal, is appropriately filtered and used as the feedback signal. The feedback signal of the main/sub-
cavity is applied to the input/end mirror in the main/sub- cavity.

Following the discussion in Sec. III A, we need to measure/obtain the three sensitivity curves of the high/low power
single cavity cases and the dual cavity case. We can operate straightforward settings for the high-power single cavity
case and the dual cavity case. In the low-power case, it is possible for us to operate the sub-cavity instead of the main
cavity as the single cavity because the cavities in this experiment are identically designed. The modeled quantum
noise corresponding to the low laser power is applied to the sub-cavity in the dual cavity case. Thus we can operate
the sub-cavity with the modeled quantum noise of the low laser power in the low-power case. This means that we
operate the main/sub- cavity in the high/low power case and both cavities in the dual cavity case. At the sub-cavity,
the modeled RP noise with the small magnitude is applied to both mirrors in the dual cavity case while it is applied
to only the input mirror in the low-power case; the dashed blue arrow in Fig. 5(b) means that the path exists only in
the dual cavity case.

We individually detail the sensitivity calculations for the high/low power single cavity cases and in the dual cavity
case. In the high/low power single cavity cases, we record a time-varying error signal VMain(t) or VSub(t) at the

measurement points in Fig. 5(b). The Fourier transformed error signal ṼMain(f) or ṼSub(f) is calibrated in terms of
displacement of the main/sub- cavity length. We then obtain the signal as displacement noise sensitivity. Note that
the calibration function is computed from a simulation that reflects the experimental properties. The observation
frequency range is set from 700 Hz to 10 kHz for stably controlling the cavities even with large and visible classical
noise.

The optimal combination coefficient χopt is separately prepared from ṼMain and ṼSub in the dual cavity case. Every
modeled quantum noise individually transfers from every noise source to each PD; we define transfer functions from
every noise source to each PD as A ≡ ṼMain/qMain, B ≡ ṼMain/pMain, C ≡ ṼMain/qSub, D ≡ ṼMain/pSub, E ≡
ṼSub/qMain, F ≡ ṼSub/pMain, G ≡ ṼSub/qSub, and H ≡ ṼSub/pSub. Here qj , pj (j = Main, Sub) are magnitude-

normalized modeled RP noise and modeled shot noise, respectively. Error signals ṼMain and ṼSub can theoretically be
described by A ∼ H:

ṼMain(f) = A(f)qMain +B(f)pMain + C(f)qSub +D(f)pSub , (4)

ṼSub(f) = E(f)qMain + F (f)pMain +G(f)qSub +H(f)pSub . (5)

A ∼ H produce the optimal combination function χopt by completing the square for the combined signal Ṽ =

ṼMain + χṼSub following Eq. (1):

χopt(f) = −AE
∗ +BF ∗ + CG∗ +DH∗

|E|2 + |F |2 + |G|2 + |H|2
. (6)

To determine χopt(f), the transfer functions A ∼ H calculated in the simulation with the experimental parameters
are used in the experiment to obtain the optimal sensitivity.

We measure VMain(t) and VSub(t) in the dual cavity case. We then calculate the optimal combined signal Ṽopt(f)

by combining the measured signals ṼMain(f) and ṼSub(f) with the simulated optimal coefficient χopt in Eq. (6):

Ṽopt(f) = ṼMain(f) + χopt(f)ṼSub(f) . (7)

The optimized signal Ṽopt is calibrated in terms of displacement of the main cavity’s length in the same way as the
single cavity case. This lets us measure the displacement noise sensitivity in the dual cavity case.

We should note that there are resonances from the mechanical structures holding the mirrors. We account for this
influence by correcting all the simulated functions in the observation frequency range from 700 Hz to 10 kHz with the
fitted frequency dependence of the resonances. Figure 6 shows the frequency dependence of the corrected calibration
functions.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Figure 7(a) displays measured sensitivities in the three cases with the excess background noise of the cavities. The
figure includes the noise components in the single cavity cases. The curves of the three cases to verify the essence of
the principle are excerpted in Fig. 7(b). All the sensitivities and the noise components in Fig. 7(a) are reproduced in
Fig. 7(c) by simulation. Comparing Fig. 7(b) with Fig. 7(c), we experimentally support the essence of the principle:
the optimal sensitivity following the best of the sensitivities in the high/low power single cavity cases can be derived
from the combined signal in Eq. (7) with the square completion method. We also obtain the feature that the optimal
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(a) For the main cavity (b) For the sub-cavity

FIG. 6. Corrected calibration functions at the observation frequency range from 700 Hz to 10 kHz. The functions for the main
cavity (a) and for the sub-cavity (b) depict similar trends with different mechanical resonances.

sensitivity is better than the sensitivities in the single cavity cases at the cross-over frequency between the two
sensitivities. These results successfully verify the principle of the optimization method.

Now, we discuss the mechanism of the sensitivity optimization method for the combined signal in Eq. (7). The
optimal combined signal is obtained by the optimal combination coefficient χopt, which is related to the given loop
gain, as discussed in Sec. II. Figure 8 plots the frequency dependence of χopt in this experiment. We see two features
in the figure: χopt approaches a negative constant value at lower frequencies, and the gain of the χopt decreases toward
zero at high frequencies. Figure 9 shows the measured loop gain in this experiment: the loop gain is high at low
frequencies, while the gain continuously decreases at higher frequencies.

Based on the measured loop gain, we can describe the features of χopt as follows. At the RP-dominated low
frequencies, the loop gain has a constant value higher than unity. As mentioned in Sec. II, since the feedback signal
suppresses the RP noise of the main cavity but imposes that of the sub-cavity on the displacement of the shared
mirror, the RP noise of the sub-cavity contributes more than that of the main cavity to VMain, and vice versa for
VSub. The combined signal is thus optimized by utilizing VSub containing the RP noise derived from the main cavity
to remove this unnecessary RP noise derived from the main cavity in VMain

Ṽopt ≈ ṼMain − |χopt|ṼSub . (8)

At the shot-noise dominated high frequencies, the loop gain decreasing to zero means that the two cavities act as two
independent cavities. Since the optimized sensitivity at the high frequencies follows the sensitivity of the high laser
power, the combined signal is then optimized by ignoring the error signal VSub:

Ṽopt ≈ ṼMain + 0 · ṼSub . (9)

This successfully confirms the principle of the optimization method.

V. CONCLUSION

We have experimentally verified the principle of optimizing the sensitivity for the combined signal by the square
completion method. This principle is the first of the three principles which is utilized in the optical-spring quantum
locking technique. The experiment employed a tabletop setup under reasonably simplified conditions. The quantum
noise was simulated by classical noise. The combined signal from the two cavities is optimized by the square completion
method as this provides the optimal combination coefficient χopt which minimizes the value of the arbitrary quadratic
function at every frequency. In our next step, we will experimentally verify the second of the three principles: the
optimization method with homodyne detection can beat the SQL of the quantum noise, which will also be simulated
by classical noise.
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(a)

(b) (c)

FIG. 7. Measured sensitivities compared with simulated sensitivities. (a) includes the measured sensitivities in the three cases,
the modeled quantum noise components in the single cavity cases, and excess background noise of the cavities. The three main
curves in (a) are plotted alone in (b). (c) shows simulated sensitivities to compare the experimental results with (b). (a) and
(c) share a color scheme for the same noise components.
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FIG. 8. Frequency dependence of the optimized combination coefficient χopt. The mechanical resonances of the mirror-holding
structures appear in χopt at the observation frequency range from 700 Hz to 10 kHz.

FIG. 9. Measured loop gain for the two cavities. The blue/red curves show the loop gain for the main/sub- cavity, respectively.
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